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air--cooled turbine nozzle blades 
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8. I. i!odge 

A study has been made of the performance of two internally air- 

cooled turbine nozzle blades made from extrude ii ventilated sections of 

similar outsitie profile. Elade temperatures and coolant pressures were 

measured in cascade tests over a rnnze of gas ronditi.ons and cooling-air 

proportions. 

The effect of the variation i.n internal geometry is demonstrated 

in this paper by a conrparison between tile two profiles, in which the duct 

hydraulic diameter/blade chord ratios of the ventilating systems were 

8 .3 x lo-3 and 5.8 x IO-' respectively, while the duct per-imeter/blade 

chord ratios were roughly eq& at 2.9 and 2.8. In this case each 

cooling system outlet was led into a manifolL 

The advantages of manifolding the outlets of the cooling ducts is 

demonstrated by a comparison of the pcrformanresof onb of tile profiles 

operated both with and without such a manifold. 

The assessment of blade performance at relatively low tcm~eratures 

demands high accuracy for subseq~xnt conversion to engine operatins< condi- 

tions. Details of the test techniques developed in an endeavour to meet 

this requirement for high accuracy are included. 
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1.0 Introdwtion - 

The acceptance of internally air-cooled blading for use in high 
temprrature gas turbines introduces problems of economic coolant utilisa- 
tion, and also strain in=rement s within the materkl due -Lo non-uniform 
temperature distribution. Xuch useful inform2kion about partirsular 
systems can ‘be obtained by measuring tLc perfor:nanr.o of speoially instru- 
mented test blades mounted in stati? cascade. Suitable equipment for 
this dispose has been installed at the Kational Gas Turbine Establishrrent 
and is described in Referenoe 1. 

. *  L An attractive manufacturing method for internally air-cooled 
turbine blading, embodying extrusion a.;ld Rollins; tecinio~ue, IS currently 
being develo-ped commercially, Zy this method suitablk~ glades r,an be 
prodwed having a distribution of ventilat-ing ducts of small Lyi;ra7llic 
diameter runiiirq ~~J~mxiSe throu&h the oomgc?r.ent S In cross-swtion these 
ducts aY= of approximatel:; ellint-irnl shqx ad nay lie Close to the I;ro- 
file surfzce 9 ncv-imj their major axe: p~~~;;llel to t;;at surface. 

Two sz2mpl.r~ 1en;:ths ol constant blade profile, aiff~rirq principally 
in their internal geometry, have bwn examined at this Establiniment . 
This hkmorandum d.;scribes the investig&tion an5 tl;e results obtained. 

2.0 SC,0 e p of th-: ii--m-,st ination e-s- __- 

The two poi ilcs examined, reference numbers ~Z.l%?l,/l~ and 
2.1881/18, are illustr.atc:d at 5 x Poll s-,aLe in %.gures 1 and 2. The s? 
test sections were made 01' Nimonic 80 and 'IO respectively. T hey we I?': 
tested as foiiows:- 

(i) Ko. 13, wit?, oooling ducts discharging into a tip ~1earanc.e 
space, 

(ii) No. 13, with cooling dusts discharping into a tip manifold, 

(iii) No. IS, wit11 cooling ducts discharging into a tip ,iianifold. 

In this way it m';s intended that a co~pa.%ison of the eYfl,-zcy of 

the two dii'fsrknt internal, geometries could be made and seconoly that the 
effect on blade cool--ing of c~hordwise static pressure variation across the 
blade tig could bc demonstrated. 

In elk groul;, of tests tl:'e fcllowin~, examin,.tion VIM made:- 

(4 Over a rarQe of gas 4km~oratures and trou&puts, and coolant 
f'lowvs, readiqs were takci: of (i) spot teqerat:wes on and 
witkin the test blade measured by ttiermocouples,(ii) of the 
tenipcraturrs at points on the neighbourin cascade blade 
surfxx s , and (iii) of coolnnt pressures aat entry to awild, 
where ap$icabii , at exit from the cooling passag:es. 

b) 1-t particular gas temperatures, throu$?puts and coolant 
ratios, the surf;.w temperature patterns were obtained by 
using temperature-zknsitive paint. l&mrt from tk direct 
iiTkTcst, this information was also used to provide a rela- 
tionsnip betwwn tiw s,>ot surface temperCatures of (a) and 
IJll:: surfa:.;:, mc:-fn ~aiue of tL~mp2raturi: . 
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(4 A superficial examination of the boundary layer behaviour 
was made using the laq-bl~k technique (doscribcd in detail 
1i.n 2eferen02 2). 

The investigatirjn (a) above was made, for each group of tests, over 
the range:- 

-\ \ 
523 2.3 % IO5 ts 5.8 x IO5 1 

773 I.!!+ x IO5 to 3.5 x IO5 i . 0.25 to 0.85 0.01 to 0.03 

1023 IO5 to 3 x IO5 I_.___ - _-- - -I 

The coolant air entry temperature, T,, , varied slightly about <an avprage 
value of 3COoU,. 

2.1 Accuracy requirement 

Thz order of tile wxw2cy to be aimed at in the test programme was 
d-duced from the consideration of the following two 5sothetical engine 
cases: - 

(4 AiITi?&t engine having:- 

Gas temperature in blade row, Tg I 250°K 

Entry coolant air temperature, To 85O'K I 
Design blade stress 8 tons/w 
Significant change in stress 0.5 tons/in2 

Diade material Nimonic 50 

Irrespective of whether rupture in Iii00 hr, or 2 per cent strain 
in ICO, 300 or 1000 hr is taken for the design data, the corres- 
ponding significant change in blade temperature (equivalent to a 
change in stress of 0.5 tons/i$) is about 5oc: 

cant relative temperature variation, T nTb 
thus the signifi- 

_ T , is 0.013. 
g Cl 

(b) Industrial engine having:- 

Gas temperature in blade row, Tg 

Entry coolant air temperature, T, 
t 

Design blade stress 

1250% 

l+50% 

8 tons/in2 

Material design data Nimonic 90, rupture 
in 10,000 hr 

Significant change in life 2000 hr. 



--/- 

The equivalent significant change in blade temperature is about 
7'C in this case, which expressed relatively is 0.009. 

From these two cases it was estimated that the desired final test 
accuracy was to.01 on the relative temperature scale. 

3.0 aaratus and method 

The tunnel with its instrumentation is described in Reference I. 
%gurc 3, taken from that reference, shows diagrammatically the layout of 
the test blade and the neighbouring fixed blades making up the cascade 
corncr. In this series of tests the surface probe was removsd. 

Surface temperatures mea-sured on the fixed blades are not reported 
in this Memorandum, but were used in later co,mparisons between predicted 
and measured blade temPeratures whicharethe subject of a subsequent 
statement. 

3.1 The instrumented blades 

The test blades were assembled from lengths of the ventilated sec- 
tions brazed into root blocks which accommodated the coolant inlet mani- 
folds. Thermocouples fitt.-d into the Profile length were led out through 
this manifold, which also ac(aommodated the coolant inlet instrumentation. 
The pkitog,raph in pigure j: gives a view of an assembly, in this case that 
of the I!To, 18 profile. 

The blade outside design details were slightly different in the two 
profiles. No. 13 was similar to that 01 the dummy blades, whereas NO. 18, 
whirz;l was designed for another application, varied in minor details from 
this standard profile:- 

-- 

No. 13 
and cascade 
dummy blades 

30. 18 

,?hord c ft 0.19 0.185 

span Ls ft 0.371 0.383 

Section length Lp i't o.r+os 0.417 

Pitch S if-% 0.122 0,122 

cos -1 0 /S 65O 560 

Incidence O0 O0 

The internal cocling passage geometry was markedly different in 
each case: the measured dimensions are given in Table I. Reference 3, 
which Presents a design method for estimating t!7e performance of inter- 
nally air-cooled blading, shows how the efficacy of the ventilating 
system may be expressed by a factor 
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z = 

(SC/J’ l 2 

-(Ac/,2) l ** 

. . . . . . (1) 

where S, and AC are the total. perimeter and cross-sectional area of the 
passages. The Z factors for these two profiles are 149 (NO. 13) and 
213 (No. 18). 

The thermocouple instrumentation of the two profiles was somewhat 
different, that of the second test piece being more ambitious in its 
coverage than the first. No. 13 had four thermocouples at tl;e midspsn 
position, b, and Xo. 18 had eleven: the location of t::ese stations is 
given in Figures I and 2. Additionally,No. I8 had thermocouples 1, 3, 5, 
7 and IO at a spanwise position, A, 0.125 ft from the root, and thermo- 
COUP~FS 2, L, 6 and 8 at a third position, C, 0.33 ft from the root sur- 
face. The type of instruments used were:- 

No. 13 Pyrotenax 0.062 in. diaxter nirkel sheathed 'I'1 - T2. 

No. 18 Bristol Aero-Engines Limited 
0.032 in. x 0.023 in. nickel sheathed Tl - T2. 

In use both types proved s-uff'iciently reliable. 

The details in Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the different methods of 
installation of the surface temperature measuring instruments in the two 
profiles. In No. 13 the thermocouples were fitted into clearance holes 
drilled spanwise just below the surface, and were brought out to the sur- 
face in relatively large openings: a final brazing operation was used to 
secure the thtrmocouple together with a thin cover plate in position. 
To equip No. 18 spanwise channels were machined in the profile surface 
and covered with welded-on plates, the thermocouple vires being brought 
out through small holes in these plates end welded into position. The 
second method was necessitated by the more congested arrangement of 
cooling passages in the l!To. 18 profile, and as subsequent sections will 
show, is not to be recommended. In both cases the core temperatures 
were measured by thermocouples which were bundled with Nimonic strips to 
render them push fits into the holes drilled to the midspan depth. 

131 thermocoupl e cslibrations were checked to within tl°C, at the 
same time, by immersing the particular blade in boiling water, a suction 
pump drawing the water through the ventilating passages to obviate con- 
duotion losses and hence temperature gradients within the material. 

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the coolant measurements. Static 
pressures are measured in the inlet manifold and, where applicable, in the 
recess in the tunnel well forming the outlet manifold. The inlet msni- 
fold static pressure was regarded as being equal to the total pressure 
of the coolant entering the passages, for the flow range covered in the 
tests. At the outlet, however, the relation between the manifold static 
pressure and that in the cooling passages is uncertain, as it depends 
upon the recovery in the very limited space available; this however is a 
relatively small proportion of t'ne total drop. For measurement of 
coolant air inlet temperature thermocouples were installed in the cooling- 
air supply ducts. 
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3.2 Tsr~~erature-sensitive paint tests 

"Thermindex" temperature-sensitive paint was used to give 
visualisation of the surface temperature distribution at particular gas 
and coolant flows. The test technique followed the methods described in 
Reference 4, A rod, carrying, a number of thermocouples and cooled at 
one end to give rise to a temperature gradient along its span, was exposed 
to the gas stream together with, and for the same time as, the test blade. 
When both blade and rod were sprayed with the ?aint, in an identical 
fashion, a temperature value for a particular contour could be measured on 
the calibrating rod and applied to the blade. 

In a series of runs to ch,=zk the reproducibility cf the technique 
it YES found that a scatter of '_3'c q~peared in the c.slibrating rod 
tempera.ture value s for a particular colour change contour. .Et the blade 
row conditions at ~~~ili~h it was proposed to use this paint change line, 
such scatter amounted to ltO.01 on the relative scale. This variation 
appeared to be haphaleL d and was assumed to be due to differesces in appli- 
cation. 

The temperature value measured for a particulr;r colour change on 
the c&.ibrating rod cannot be a?@.led directly to tlk-5 sme contour 
appearing on the test blade, as is suggested in Reference 4, if the targot 
accuracy of these tests is to be achieved. This is because the drop in 
temy,erature tbzough. tk_e paint film is substantial, but vFmiab1e depending 
upon the local values of heat transfer coef-i"icient and gas/blade tempera- 
ture difference. For exam$e , -&e o'userved differences between the 
readings ol particular blade surface thermocouples with and without a paint 
film rangtid b&we-n 3 and 12%; i.e. at the conditions of t'rie investiga- 
tion, between O.O'l and C.C& on the relative soaiF,. It is cf interest to 
note that the cal~ulatad tilicksss of a film of conductivity of the order 
1 G-" CFU/sec~ ft whiq?; wolald support such differences with t'ze estimated 
boundary layer behsviour* a?$ied to ths profile was everyw;!err in tLe 
order IO"" in.: this agrees with a~ estimate of the order of tX.ckness of 
the strayed coating. 

Chen an appreciarlle tnmpt=raturc difference is developed throug-1 the 1 
paint depth, the colcur chcnllge cannot appear as a perpendicular edge 
through the film: this may have been IA'-: cause 01' the somewhat -indefinite 
nature of the 1narr:i.n of change from one colour zone to anotkr. 
margin was about z in. 

‘IhiS 

wide on the calibrating rod, but considerably inore 
on some parts of tize test blads. By choosixg what seemed to be the limit 
of the colour change on ths "ccid" side it seemed a reasonabla assumption 
that thy calibrating rod temperatln?e was approximately that of the contour 
at the bottom of the Taint depth. The surface tempcSrztusSe would then be 
this calibrating rod temperature plus the trml)erature drop through the 
film, The increment depends, as previously mentioned, upnn tint-) heat 
transfrr coefl'icient and the temperature gradient at tl:,e point considered. 
Such increments wer2 deduced at various points on the test ‘Jiah pr0i’i.h 

for the fixed gas flow conditions oi" the paint tests, by comparing the 
temperatures measured by individual surface tl:ermooouples at different 
positions and different metal temperature levels with and without the 
paint aSpplied. 

The test technique ma> be summarised briefly as follows:- 

(a) The gas conditions, Reynolds numbiL:r and effective tcmpera- 
ture, were maintained substantially oonstant for the saint 
tests. 
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The temperature at which the paint changed cclour in each 
particular test was measured by seadinG the calibrating rod 
temperature at the position corresponding to the cold side 
of the colour change margin. 

The contour of the cold limit of the colour change margin on 
the test blade was recorded. 

The difyerence between the blade surface temperatures, with 
and without a paint coating, was plotted at different pro- 
file positions and temperature levels. 

The blade contour was corrected by taking increments from 
the plots (d) for the relevant profile positions at the 
uncorrected contour temperature (read as blade surface 
temperature with paint film, see Figure 7). This correctiol 
is thus a variable along t!le contour. 

Examples of the plots of the temperature increments are given in 
Figure 7. These show, for the gas conditions of the .Z.1381/13 tests, how 
such increments are greater near the blade leading edge than at mid-chord 
on the convex surface, how they increase as the i-:la& surface temperature 
decreases, and how the effect of paint thickness with the brushed applica- 
tion was observed to be greater than tLhat sprayed. A s~IKL~w alJ?roach 
with the other test blade, at two gas Reynolds nunbers, showed how the 
increment at the thermocouple station near the I,,E. was api>roximatcly 
proportional to R,""5; the heat transfer coefficients may be expected 
to vary as R,@*", but there is a small compensatin? effect in the varia- 
tion of Tg - Tsurface, as the increment Tsurface - Tblde increases. 

The surface temperature maps of Figures 8, 9 and IO each resuit 
from a number of runs in which the desired Reynolds number and coolant 
ratio were kept constant, but the gas temperature was varied slightly to 
cause a particular colour change to appear at different spanvise stations. 
This to some extent upset the applicability of the increment plots, but 
this minor inaccuracy v{as ignored: a better mothod, had it been available, 
would -have been the control of the coolant temperature. It should be 
noted that the values amended to t&r. contours are calibrating rod figures, 
i.e. they are not corrected for the temperature drop through -i!;e paint 
film. This correction is included in the midspan temperature distribution 
plots given in Figure 11. The examples chosen are Z.l%l/lJ without tip 
shroud (brush painted), with tip shroud (sprayed) znd 2.1881/18 (sprayed). 
Thm differences between the first and second demonstrate the improvement 
in accuracy achieved as the paint film thickness is reduced: differences 
between the second and third indicate viiriations in t5e boundary layer 
behaviour on the two profiles. 

3.3 Surface thermocouple measurements 

The paint tests provided an opportunity for checking that the 
thermocouples fitted in the blade wers unobtrusive, i.\:. that their indi- 
cations were consistent with the temperature which would be measured at 
the same location in the absence of instrumentation. It was obvious in 
the case of the Xo. 18 profl2e that this was not so (see Pigure IO); the 
colour change contour deviated over the thermocouple channels. The 
extent of this error is shown up in the additiona information in 
Figure II. Generally the tlltirmocouples read higher, but in the case of 
the two T.E. instruments low readings wi,re recorded: it is thought that 
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this was due to these channels having broken through the division into 
cooling ducts 1 and 16 (see Figure 2). Xith tile type of instrumentation 
adopted in the first blade no such errors were observed, and it may be said 
that that method was unobtrusive. 

3.4 Average temperatures from spot readings 

Because of the labour involved, the temperature surveys using the 
indicatinc, paint were limited to a few seL:cted conditions. The surface 
thermocouples were used to yield average temperatures at the various 
spanwise stations over the test range described in Section 2.0(a). 

This perimeter-average value was obtained from weighted spot 
readings:- 

ii;b = 

u,(l) + w,(z) + u,(3) + l - * * *  

.  .  .  .  .  .  
(2) 

w, - I -  fJJ2 ‘i ($ + .  a ‘ .  .  

The weights were assumed to be in linear relationship with the coolant 
flow proportion, and suitable equations were invented to satisfy the 
average at the conditions of the paint tests. It was assumed that the 
selected relations were constant over the entire test range, end this seems 
probable if serious variations in the boundary layer behaviour are net 
experienced. 

3.5 Lnspecti.onAf cascade assembly 

At the end of the test programme the cascade installation was par- 
tially dismantled to permit measurement of the blade pitches and throats. 
It was found that neither blade was accurately positioned; in the case 
of the first profile the deviation was not likely to affect rrulteri:lly 
the bounda%.; layer development, but in the second the disnreg?ncies were 
of a more serious nature. This blade was found to be slightly warped, 
which when combined with the positional inaccuracies seemed likely to 
promote separation from the convex surface over the inboard half of the 
blade span. The results of tk-ese measurements expressed as throat posi- 
tion in terms of total convex surface length, (x/xs) and trailing edge 
curvature5, in terms of blade pitch divided by the curvature radius, 
S/e, are as follolvs:- 

r--- -- Design 

MO. 13 throat 0.48 to 0.5L, 0.52 0.5 to 0.57 
curvature 0.56 0.58 . 0.57 

N9. 18 .throat 0.48 to 0.54 0.48 tn 0.57 0.49 t0 0.52 
curvature I 0.49 0.83 0.51 

1 4 

4.0 Test results 

1~ the following sections the test results are presented in 
comparative pairs, for ease of subsequent discussion. Thus the various 
measurements are reported in two groups, i.e. the No. 13 profile with and 
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without tip shroud, and the two profiles both having tip shrouds fitted. 
A third group contains additional information obtained on the No. I8 
profile in its one mode of operation, which is necessary for a discussion 
of some anomalies observed. 

4-9 1 No. 13 profile, with and without tip shroud 

4.1.1 Surface temperature distributions 

Referring to the maps onFigures 8 and 9, it will be observed that 
in the second case, where the tip shroud is fitted, a fan-shaped hot zone 
originating at the leading edge tip extended into the blade throat over 
the convex surface. This was obviously a manifestation of the vortex 
trail generated by the sleeve fitted over the blade tip, which as shown 
in Figure 5b presented a bluff obstruction upstream of the test blade. 
It indicates that heat transfer coefficients under such a disturbed flow 
are relatively great. 

The plots of corrected temperature around the profile perimeter, at 
various spanwise stations, at q per cent coolant ratio, given in Figure 12 
illustrate the effect of static pressure variation across the blade tip. 
In the first series this pressure varied from gas inlet to gas outlet 
static and resulted in a preponderance of the coolant flowing through the 
trailing edge channels. Presumably as a result of the temperature rise 
of the coolant in these channels being relatively small the spanwise 
variation in surface temperature in their vicinity was less than that in 
the other series. Near the leading edge the cooling channels were rela- 
tively starved, and once again the spanwise temperature variation was 1~s 
than shown in the lower plot. 
outboard of the $ span station; 

This was particularly true of the sections 
a possible explanation is that the 

COOlant in these channels was fully heated in a short distance resulting 
in a reduced temperature differential which consequently allowed the blade 
SUrface temperature to rise nearly to the effective gas temperature. 

On the concave surface of the blade in the second series of tests 
the temperature contour exhibited a chordwise variation of small amplitude, 
superimposed on the general pattern. The cooler regions lie between the 
ventilating channels under this surface, suggesting that the solid metal 
between the cooling channels acted effectively as fins. 

4.1.2 Average surface temperatures 

Figure 13 gives midspan perimeter-average temperatures deduced from 
the thermocouple readings according to the method detailed in Section 3.30 
in this Figure best lines have been drawn through the points: the scatter 
in the first series did not exceed 20.02, and was generally less than this 
except in the %/-7J, = 0.01 results; in the second series the scatter did 
not exceed +-0.01, on the relative tcmptirature scale, in this case also 
being most marked in the low coolant group. 

These temperatures were considerably greater when the blade was 
operated in the first mode, without a tip shroud, most particularly at low 
coolant ratios. At the highest ratio the average temperatures were much 
the same at low Reynolds number, but fitting a coolant outlet manifold 
displayed an advantage at the upper end of the Reynolds number range, 
Temperature ratio was more strongly influential in the second series; in 
the 'c/v 

-% 
= 0.01 curves from the first series this effect is scarcely 

discerni le. The variation of temperature withReynolds number was 
everywhere more marked in the second mode. 
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Ic.l.3 Coolant pressure drop - 

The coolant pressure drop due to friction, heat addition and outlet 
velocity head loss was taken to be PC - PC l 

In both cases the static 
pressure measured in the coolant inlkt ma&fold was taken to be the 
passage entry total pressure; in the first series of tests,pCP was 
assumed to be the mean of the gas inlet and outlet static pressures,i.e. 
PI + P2 

2 , whereas in the second series it was assumed that the entire 

outlet velocity head was dissipated in the exit manifold and that pc, was 
the static pressure measured there. These pressure drops expressed as a 
proportion of the blade passage gas velocity head are plotted in Figure 14. 

At a gas Reynolds number = 2 x IO", "c/WE = 0.01 and Tg/T, = 1.7.5 
the pressure drop coefficients, tip shroud fitted compared with those 
without tip shroud, are in the ratio 1.1/l. This ratio increases with 
TdT, and w& 
absol&te loss 6 

until at 3.4 and 0.03 respectively it is 2.6/l. As the 
a given conditions was Irobably slightly greater in the 

case with no tip shroud, the comparison suggests that 
3, + P2 

2 is not the 

effective mean coolant outlet pressure. This effective & lies between 
p1 and p2 but probably varies with the other parameters. At high 
ReynolLis numbers the first series test pressure drop coefficients changed 
from the usual negative slope to show an increase with increasing Reynolds 
number. The maximum Reynolds number readings gave pressure drop coeffi- 
cients very closi~ to those at the same conditions from the second series. 

In both series the effect of temperature ratio appeared to be 
Silllilar. 

4.1.4 Convex side boundary layer condition 

TWO tests using the lamp-blaok technique gave results closely 
similar to those recorded for the copper blade in Reference 2. It seems 
probable therefore that the developm&t of the boundary layer, in the 
absence of heat flow between gas and blade, was similar in the two investi- 
gations, and therefore the findings of the earlier tests should be appli- 
cable in this case. 

4.2 Kos. 13 and 18 profiles, both with tip shroud 

4.2.1 Surface temperature distributions 

A general impression of the surface temperatures @an be obtained by 
comparison of the uncorrected temperature maps in the upper parts of 
Figures 9 and IO. Thore is a Reynolds number difference, but not suffi- 
cient to affect the general comparison. It will be observed that the 
"fin" effect on the No. 13 profile is not apparent on the second blade, 
presumably due to the less localised cooling obtained with the greater 
number of passages accommodated in the latter. The concave surface 
patterns are otherwise generally similar, but on the convex side No. I8 
exhibits considerably lower temperatures towards the T.E. as is to be 
expected considering the relative distributions of cooling passages (see 
FQures 1 and 2). 

The advantages of the No. 18 cooling system are more readily seen 
by reference to Figure 15, where the midspan distributions at similar gas 
and coolant conditions are compared (the previous Wo. 13 result for 
R2 = 2.85 x 105 having been roughly corrected to R2 = 2 x 105). The 
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gradients on the surface of the No. 18 profile are less severe, and the 
general level lower than on No. 13. Some over-cooling between -i and "4 
chord on the No. 18 possibly wastes some coolant. The reduction in the 
temperature of the leading edge is particularly noteworthy. 

4.2.2 Average surface temperatures 

The Reynolds number range over which the co.mparison between midspan 
average surface temperatures can be made on an internal geometry basis is 
restricted to IO5 to 2.5 x 105. This is due to the discontinuity in the 
No. 18 profile results which will be separately discussed in a later 
section. 

Within this range the sliape of the curves are generally similar, as 
shown in Figure 16. 
Td% 

At a Reynolds number of 2 x lOa, temperature ratio 
= 2.5, the relative temperature difference between the two profiles 

varied between 0.01 to 0,03 over the coolant proportion range 0.01 to 0.03. 
When the effect of temperature ratio is exam*ned at the same Reynolds 
number, it is found that the relative degree ol' cooling (T 
is reduced as temperature ratio increases; the reduction % 

- &)/CT - Tc;) 
eing roun ly J 

proportional to (TgITn,)-0"'5 at all coolant flows. 

4.2.3 Midspan core temperature 

The midspan core temperatures were measured, in the case of No. 13 
profile at one central station, and at three positions on the camber line 
through the No. 18 profile; in this second case the quoted average is the 
arithmetic mean of the three readings. 

The comparison is made in Figure 17. The central regions of the 
NO- 18 profile are considerably cooler than those of thl: No. 13 profile at 
the same conditions, and furthermore are better insulated from the surface 
temperatures, i.e. the dif'f'erence between average surface and average core 
temperatures is greater at particular gas and coolant conditions. This 
insulation effect is separately presented in Figure 18. The two extreme 
temperature ratios are consjdered over the coolant flow range, at one gas 
Reynolds number. While the general relationship with coolant proportion 
has a similar slope in both cases, the effect of temperature ratio is 
slightly more marked in the case of the first profile. 

A corollary to this insulation effect is of course that proportion- 
ately less heat is transferred to the coolant from the core sides of the 
No. 18 profile cooling ducts than from those of the MO. 13 profile for a 
given coolant temperature at this midspan station. 

4.2.4 Coolant pressure drop 

The marked difference between the pressure drops necessary to drive 
given coolant proportions through the two cooling systems is illustrated 
in Figure 19. Roughly speaking, the flow through the passages cf' the 
No. 13 profile was about double that through the No. 18 duets at particular 
gas conditions, for a pressure drop equal to one gas outlet velocity head. 

Ths effect of temperature ratio was much the same in both cases,' 
over the test range of Xejmolds number and coolant proportion; the average 
slope of logarithmic plots indicated that the coolant pr-3ssure drop 
coefficient was 
%/wg = 0.01, (T 

roximately proportional to (Tg/T, )--O'* at 
at 0.02 and (Tg/Tc )-"'5 at 0.03; the effect 



of Reynolds numbers on these approximations was negligible. Wfien power 
approximations of tl,e above nature are accepted, t1he pressure loss 

coefficients are seen to be in the ratio, No. IO to rToV 13, Of d3OUt 

2 "'1 l J 9 at particular gas and coolant conditions. This is rou@y the 
same as thz sqv.are of i;he ratio cf totail- passage cross-section ?;re;ts in 
No. 13 and No. IS profiles. 

4-3 No. 18 profile 

A discontinuity is apparent in the plots of average surface tCm- 
perature versus Reynolds number (Figure ?6b). It occurs at about 
R, = 3 x IO', and results in blade -t;emperatures everyK-i_i,r:: higher than 
would occur were the trends of the low Reynolds number results to C.OII- 
C‘ c,inue, as indeed they do in the case of the other profile. Insufficient 
data was obtained to dbtermine the shape of the curves above- R2 = !+ )c 105, 
and t'he accuracy target of 0.01 on I& relative tcm~wr&xn-e scale had to 
bt- aban&ned. 'i'hfz influc-:nce of the temperature ratio is thoug,llt to be 
less than at the low eld of th; range, but this opinion is based on a 
very limited number of observations. Similar discontinuitits but of 
different magnitudes were also observed in the plots of core temperature 
(Figure 47b) and oi surface temp~~ratures at statio;ls ot?Tr than the 
midspan. 

4.391 Surface -txmxrature distributi.on ---A .._-__ II --. 

An additional set of paint colour c'Lnge contours was obtained at 
a Reynolds number of 4.5 x 105, so that the detail nature of this discon- 
tinuity could be observed. This pattern is presc.nted in Pi~rc ?Ob. It 
is apparent that the concave surface behaviour is little dii.YCrent, but 
that tile last part of the convex surface is relatively hottc,r at tE:o 
higher flow. 

Tne pt.z%.net~r distribution at three sp:infi:ise stations for Reynolds 
numbers of 2 and 4.5 x 16 (Figure 20) shows this effect more clearly. 

4.3.2 Convex side boundary l-behaviour --------- - __^-. -- 

The ckmge in thz convex side temperature naktern described in th7C 
previous section suggested that the nature oL p the boundary layer over this 
surface was markedly different at th6 two extremes of th!: flow rang;. 
A lamp-black visualisation examination was thel.efore made ov>r this SW?- 

face. 

baqwblack records were obtained ovzr thi: Regnolds nwxber range 
3.8 x IO5 to 7.5 x 105, at a gas temperature = 3OOOrL These fell into 
four main categorti,s as far as the convex side-: is concerned, as shown in 
Figure 21:- 

(1) Undisturbed doposit over the r-ntirz surface ug to 
I?, = Il. x IO”. This indicated a low level ol' turbulence 
in the main stream but yielded no information about laminar 
separation. 

(2) The deposit slightly abraded from LEto x/x, = 0.6: t2Li.S 

was the uswl appearance under a lzminm boundary lwcr in 
high speed flow. At about x/x = 0.8 however the deposit 
nas unmukod: this state c;xten ed to near the !XLvJherc, 2 
outboard of midspan, 43.:; blade m&&l was exposed. This 
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WCS interpreted as indicating l,aminar separation followed 
locslll,y by transition to turbulence: suffir:iently near the 
blade surzacF. to aff7txi; it. 
up to R, = 6.7 x IO". 

This t.rp- of plot was recorded 

In the range 7.1 x IO5 to 7.4 x Id marked differences were 
observed between root half' and tip Lalf. Inboard of mid- 
span the record was similar to that described in (2) above 
except that the demarcation occurred earlier. Outboard of 
midspan the deposit was removed from x/xs = 0.5 to trail-in6 
edge. It is possible that the boundary layer was separated 
from this part of the surface over the root hCalf and was 
attached, but turbulent elsewhere. The Reynolds number 
ran e &' this mode is short, and tno records as described 
in ? 4) below were obtained within this range, indicating that 
this was not a stable mode. 

(4) Bt the upper limit of Re,ynolds number a fourth type of 
trace VJC;S discovered: again there are differences on either 
side of midspan. Inboard LX logical Fnter~retation of 
Figure 210 is transition at about x/x, = 0.43, separation 
at 0.6: outboard it is transition at about O.&sepazation 
at 0.65 and fi.nally rz-attachment at 0.9. 

These records were obtained without combustion at lo~ir levels of 
mainstream turbulence. Reference 2 contains a survey of 4312';' cascade 
turbulence levels, and also a tentative description of the interaction of 
turbulence with the other boundary layer parameters controlling separation 
and transition. 'This latter survey demonstrated, for exam@e, that a 
given transition observed at R, = 7.4 x 16 at the level of these tests 
might be expected at R, = 3.6 x IO5 with the turbulence obtaining when the 
combustion c!iambers it' operated. Thus the chnges demonstrated in the 
lamp-black test s were probably effective at the flows at which the blade 
temperature discontinuities were observed. 

5.0 Discussion, 

5.1 The effect of maifolding the coolinc duct outlets __I- -- 

The tests on thfz Z.lS31,'lj profile demonstrate clearly the effects 
of the static pressure variation across the blade chord on the coolant 
distribution. The concentration of the coolant flow in the T.E. passages 
results in these regions being reduced to relatively low temperature 
levels, but permits the LE. to rise to very near the effective gas 
temperature. Although t:e average surface temperature and coolant pres- 
sure drop versus coolant flow relations are only affected to a minor 
degree by variations in flow distributisn, the utility of the system is 
seriously reduced when large variations in temperature occur over the 
blade chord, as in the former case. 

Manifolding tLe outlet appears to correct the tendency. An 
alternative solution might be the changing of the location of the passages 
but an examination of the profile drawing shows that little could be done 
in this direction, without introducing serious local gradients bztwecn 
passages in the T.E. half of tha section. Yetering orifices in the T.E. 
passages would serve to correct tlx tendency, but only at thz cost of 
increased pressure drop. 
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5*2 Contrast between two geometries 

The decrease in the hydraulic diameter of the cooling passages has 
only a minor (but significant) effect on the average temperatures at given 
gas and coolant flow conditions. Increasing the dispersion of the pas- 
sages and the cooling heat transfer coefficients servos to insulate the 
core of the blade from the surface, Tahich ~MLCS that a large proportion 
of the internal surfacing is at a relatively low templ;rature and tnus 
contributes less to the overall heat flow. This contrary dovclopment 
reduces the: efY'octivenoss of the ventilating passages as far as surface 
temperature is concerned. On the other knd, if the temperature gradients 
can be accommodated, the cooler core might take highor loadings. 

The improvements a.re paid for by mprkcd increases in the (=ool<ont 
pressure, drop. If coolant utilisation <is not IL;., controlling factor, 
profiles with large ,ventilating hydraulic diamoti:rs would bo used, In 
this comparison for t-xom-plc, at R, = 2 x 105, Tg/T, = 2.5 and 
PC, - PC, 1 

L v 2tLg g* 
= 1, the f30, 13 profile would h~vc a rnidspan avcragc tempera- 

turc (relati~) of about 0.56, and the core would run :t about 0.5; the 
No. I8 profile would h~vc tompzraturcs of 0.69 and 0.65 rcspoctivoly. 
The coolant flows pcrm-itted would,howev~r, bc about 2.6 par cLn-i; in the 
first case and half that in the second. 

.A noteworthy effect, due principizlly to modifications in tizi: 
external geometry of the second profile, is illustrattzd in the temperature 
distributions about the L.F. in Figure 15. The peak is sharpor in tk 
case of the No. 13 profila, and this is thought to bc due to tilt: loading 
edge radius/blade chord I -ratio rather thzn to improvement in the cooling. 
Tho values of ths ratio r7;re 0.030 snd 0.045 respectively, XIC; Rcferencc 3 
points out how hoat transfer cotfficients .A th; stagnation Faint may be 
reduced by incrc:::scs in the leading edge radius. 

5.3 ~:iidence upon boun+ry layer kh::viour _I- 

kjor incr.nses in local tcniperaturc w;;rc: expL:ricnccd when the 
boundary layer sepzratod from the. blr\,dc, conv<x aurf:~~: for cxq3lc , 
at x/xs = 0.8 at spanwiso station ,6., thti rtilative temperature increased 
from 0.65 to 0.75, T‘.S shown in Figure 20. Th3 ~ff~.c",t on thi., avcrcge sur- 
face toflqcraturo at this station, for coolant flow prqortion = O,Gl , was 
about 0.02 on the re1::t.t.v~ sr,kle. The subject of separated Slows is 
discussed in Rofcrenoi; 2, whLre it is shov;7n that local htat transfer 
coefficients are very hiyh under separated flows, at some positions SOW 

40 per cunt greatc;r thc=n those undor a.ttach~d turbulent bound;u=y layers. 

Cooled turbine blades arc thus doubly vulnerabl;: to i'lo~ se:p~a- 

tion, on the score of both aerodynamic performance lossts and, heat 
transfer. 

6.0 Conclusions 

'rho description of thG investigation includts dotr.ils of the 
instrum;;ntation 2nd of ths tost tcchniqucs ndopthdd in the attempt to 
record blade perimeter-aver,age surfac%; tcmpcr:~turesto r,n accuracy of 
10.01 on the relative scKi.e. 

In this wcy a study was madc of a v;ntilct-d profile operating 
in two modes, with and without a manifold about the cooling passage 
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outlets. The superiority of the manifolded mode is demonstrated. 

The relative merits of two distributions of internal passages is 
illustrated in performance oo,qarisons between the two profiles: in one 
the ratio of the hydraulic: diameter of the complete cool.ing system to the 
blade chord was 6.3 x lCW3,in the other 5.8 x lG"3: the cooling perjmeters 
were approximately eq@. in the two cases. For a qiven cc:ling flow the 
one having the smaller gassage ratio was marginally better cooled at tk 
surface, but core teqeratures were materially reduced. The pressure loss 
was about 2 .5 times that experienced in the larger passages. 

The leading edge radius is an important design feature in cooled 
blades, in that stagnation point heat transfer coefficients are large 
about sharp edges. The effect of increasing tAtis radius by ~CJ per cent 
is shown in the midspan surface temperature distributions in Rgure IT. 

The second blade profile was slightly warped in manufacture: this 
led to separation of' the bozudary layer over part of the convex surface 
above a certain gas Reynolds number, The effect of this development was 
a major increase in local surface temperatures. 

The author Wks'hes to aoknowledpe his sporeciation ,jf the valuable 
assistance rendered by jsessrs. Eienry Xiggin & Co., in particular 
Mr. C, C. Borne, in producing the extrusion from which the test blades 
were constructed. 
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The dimensions of the internal wntilating ducts 

4 Profile Z.lSSl/lj 

Passage 
PO . 

1 

4 
2 

z 

9 
IO 
II 

Area 
fi? 

x lo-5 

8.14. 
7.52 
7.5Y 
7.79 
8.41 8.20 

6.84 
0.14 
8 l J4 fz' 
8.34 
?*79 

Feriineter 
ft 

x 1o-2 
.-____I-- 

4.52 
I;. 17 
4.25 
4.32 
4.. 92 
5.64 

TOT& AC = 87.4 x IO-' 

i - ~___ 

0-J) Profile Z.l881/18 

Area 
ft' 

>E lo-" 

Perimeter 

1.88 
: 3.40 3.06 

4 .3.40 
5 
6 ' 

3.06 
3.40 

ii 
3*96 
3.95 

9 1 3.36 3.00 
IO i 3.06 3.17 
II 4.17 3.33 
12 3.06 3*33 

13 i 3.40 14 : 3.82 ;:g 

15 3.82 3.83 
16 3.82 4.25 

I 

TOTAL A, = 55.21 x lO-5 SC = 51.75 x lo-2 
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fU?PEXDIX I 

Notation 

cP 

e 

o- 

P 

P 

% 

S 

s, 

T 

T 
.!T 

cooling duct total cross-section&l area 

blade chord 

gas specific heat at const‘ant pressure 

radius OI? convex side curvature between throat and 
rtrailing edge 

section length 

span 

i'k.ch number in gas stream 

average iiach number around profile 

blade throat opening 

total pressure 

static pressure 
y/ . r b 

blade outlet 3e~olds number = 65 -J 

S'L s' cos q/s Elg 

blade pitch 

cooling duct total parimettir 

total temperature 

bladti point surface temperature 

perimeter-average surface t~-Xzperature at a given 
spanwise station 

blade camber line point temperature 

gas effective temperature = T, 
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w @; &as flow rate pw blade passage 

X 

gas velocity in blade throat 

coolant flow rate in test blade 

blade perimeter length measured from L.E. 

convex surface length 

weighting factors in midspan perimeter-averw temperature 
equation 

absolute viscosity of gas measured at Tg 

density of gas measured at p2 and Tg 

Positional. suffices 

1 

2 

in 

Cl 

c 
2 

blade passage entry 

blade throat 

midspan 

cooling entry manifold 

cooling passage outlet 

NOTE : T expwssed as a relative temperature is 
T -Tc, 
T 

g - Tcr 
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